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Assignment #1: ML – introduction

Note: Your solution must be submitted in a file named hw1.sml.

Overview
This assignment is the first of three assignments intended to serve as an introduction to the ML programming

language. These assignments are not meant to cover the entire language, but should prepare you for the remaining
programming assignments.

Note: Though each part asks that you “write a function”, you are always allowed to write additional helper/utility
functions to simplify the implementation of the required function. This is good design in most languages, and is
extremely important in this language where you will often write recursive solutions.

Mutation
Your solutions may not use mutation. This means that your solution cannot have variables of reference type, nor

can it use data structures provided by the ML libraries that use mutation. This will be the case for all assignments
in this course unless explicitly stated otherwise.

The purpose of this exercise is for you to familiarize yourself with the language, not to program in Java using the
ML syntax.

Part of the programming experience in this course will, for most, be working in a new style. While you could
write code in ML using a style more similar to the imperative background with which you are already familiar, doing
so would be somewhat unnatural for the language and, more importantly, in so doing you would cheat yourself of an
opportunity to think differently about programming and to develop new and very useful skills.

Part 1

intToString: int → string
Write a function named intToString that takes an integer and returns the string representation of the integer.

You may use the built-in Int.toString function, but for negative integers your solution must return strings with ‘-’
instead of ‘∼’ (used by ML) as the negation operator.

For example,

- intToString 99;

val it = "99" : string

- intToString ~1;

val it = "-1" : string

Part 2

twin: ’a list → (’a * ’a) list
Write a function named twin that takes a list of values and returns a list of pairs. The returned list duplicates

each element of the input list into a pair.

For example,

- twin [1,2,3];

[(1,1),(2,2),(3,3)]

Part 3

memberRec: ”a list * ”a → bool

You may ignore the inevitable “calling polyEqual” warning.
Write a function named memberRec that implements a list membership test. Given a pair of a list of values and

a singular value, the function must return true if the value appears in the list and false otherwise. This function
must be written using explicit recursion (i.e., as a traditional recursive function).

For example,
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- memberRec ([1,2,3], 2);

val it = true : bool

- memberRec ([1,2,3], 4);

val it = false : bool

Part 4

replace: int * ’a * ’a list → ’a list
Write a function named replace that takes a triple of an integer index, a value, and a list of values and that

returns a list of values. The contents of the returned list must match the input list with the exception that the
element at the specific index (using 0-based indexing) is replaced by the provided value (if the index is out of bounds,
then the contents of the returned list will match the input list).

For example,

- replace (3, "new", ["a", "b", "c", "d", "e"]);

val it = ["a", "b", "c", "new", "e"] : string list

- replace (1, 9, [1, 2, 3, 4]);

val it = [1, 9, 3, 4] : int list

- replace (27, 9, [1, 2, 3, 4]);

val it = [1, 2, 3, 4] : int list

Part 5
For this part you will write three related functions. Each takes a list of characters and returns a pair of a string

and a list of characters. For each function, the returned string (the prefix) represents the characters at the beginning
of the input list that satisfy a given criteria (see below) and the returned list of characters are those that follow that
prefix.

whitespacePrefix: char list → string * char list

Write a function named whitespacePrefix that returns (as a pair) a string representing the whitespace characters
at the beginning of the input list and the remaining characters after this prefix. You may use the Char.isSpace and
String.implode functions in your implementation.

For example,

- whitespacePrefix [#"a", #"2", #"c", #" ", #"a"];

val it = ("", [#"a", #"2", #"c", #" ", #"a") : string * char list

- whitespacePrefix [#" ", #"\t", #" ", #"a"];

val it = (" \t ", [#"a"]) : string * char list

numberPrefix: char list → string * char list

Write a function named numberPrefix that returns (as a pair) a string representing the digit characters at the
beginning of the input list and the remaining characters after this prefix. You may use the Char.isDigit and
String.implode functions in your implementation.

For example,

- numberPrefix [#"a", #"2", #"c", #" ", #"a"];

val it = ("", [#"a", #"2", #"c", #" ", #"a") : string * char list

- numberPrefix [#"2", #"3", #" ", #"a"];

val it = ("23", [#" ", #"a"]) : string * char list

identifierPrefix: char list → string * char list

Write a function named identifierPrefix that returns (as a pair) a string representing the alphanumeric char-
acters at the beginning of the input list (but requiring that the first character is strictly an alphabetical character) and
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the remaining characters after this prefix. You may use the Char.isAlpha, Char.isAlphaNum, and String.implode

functions in your implementation.

For example,
- identifierPrefix [#"a", #"2", #"c", #" ", #"a"];

val it = ("a2c", [#" ", #"a"]) : string * char list

- identifierPrefix [#"2", #"c", #" ", #"a"];

val it = ("", [#"2", #"c", #" ", #"a") : string * char list

Part 6
Generally the first step that a compiler/interpreter takes when processing a source file is to break the input into

tokens (discrete units representing, in effect, the “words” and symbols used in the language). For this problem, you
will implement an approximation for such a process.

splitTokens: string → string list
Write a function named splitTokens that takes a string as an argument and that returns a list of strings

representing the identifier and number tokens in the input (whitespace will not be represented in the function
result). You should use the functions written for the previous part to aid in the implementation of this function.

Of course, the input string may contain characters that do not belong in identifiers or numbers. In such a case, this
function must raise an InvalidTokenStart exception with the offending character. (Copy the exception definition
given below into your source file.)

exception InvalidTokenStart of char;

For example,
- splitTokens "abc 123 \t xyz";

val it = ["abc", "123", "xyz"] : string list

- splitTokens "100 - 90" handle InvalidTokenStart c =>

["invalid character ’" ^ str c ^ "’"];

val it = ["invalid character ’-’"] : string list

Part 7
join: string * string list → string
Write a function name join that takes a pair of a string (representing a delimiter) and a list of strings. This

function must return a string that represents the concatenation of each of the strings in the input list, but separated
by the delimiter. The delimiter should not be added to the beginning or the end of the string.

Note that you cannot use String.concatWith to implement this function (though you may use String.concat,
if you wish).

For example,
- join(", ", ["first", "second"]);

val it = "first, second" : string

- join(",", ["first", "second"]);

val it = "first,second" : string

- join(":", ["a", "b", "c", "d"]);

val it = "a:b:c:d" : string

- join(":", ["only"]);

val it = "only" : string

- join(":", []);

val it = "" : string

Part 8
It is very common in programming languages to specify special characters in strings using escape sequences (e.g.,

the ubiquitous \n). These escape sequences, before being processed, are actually just two characters: such as a
backslash (\) followed by another character to complete the sequence.
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For this problem and the next, you will write string processing functions that manipulate escape sequences. For
our purposes, the following are the only valid escape sequences.

Escape Sequence Represented Character

#"\\" #"n" #"\n" (newline)

#"\\" #"t" #"\t" (tab)

#"\\" #"\"" #"\"" (double quote)

#"\\" #"\\" #"\\" (backslash)

Note carefully that each sequence is two characters. The table above uses the character notation in ML. As
in C, Java, and, most likely, whatever your favorite language is, ML also uses the backslash character to indicate
an escape sequence, which is why some of these characters look a bit surprising (e.g., #"\\" is a single backslash
character).

escapeString: string → string
Write a function named escapeString that takes a string as its only argument. This function must return a

string with the same characters as its argument string but with each of the “special” characters (those shown in the
right column above) escaped in the result (i.e., turned into the corresponding two-character sequence from the left
column).

You may not use String.toString in your solution. It supports more escape sequences that specified here.

For example,

- escapeString "abc";

val it = "abc" : string

- escapeString "ab \t c \" \\ \n";

val it = "ab \\t c \\\" \\\\ \\n" : string

Recall that the backslash character is shown as two backslashes since it is itself escaped in the echoed result.
Note that you can convert between strings and lists with explode and implode.

Part 9

unescapeString: string → string
Write a function named unescapeString that takes a string as its only argument. This function must return

a string with the same characters as the argument string but with all valid escape sequences reduced to their
corresponding single character complements. This function will act as the complement to the escapeString function
in the previous part.

Unescaping these sequences, however, brings an additional bit of complexity with regard to invalid escape se-
quences. If an invalid escape sequence is found (i.e., a #"\\" character followed by something other than #"n", #"t",
#"\"", or #"\\"), then the function must raise an InvalidEscapeSequence exception with the offending character
as an argument; if there is no character immediately following a #"\\", then an InvalidEscapeMissing exception
must be raised. (Copy the exception definitions given below into your source file.)

You may not use String.fromString in your solution. It supports more escape sequences that specified here.

exception InvalidEscapeSequence of char;

exception InvalidEscapeMissing;

For example,

- unescapeString "abc";

val it = "abc" : string

- unescapeString "ab \\t c \\\" \\\\ \\n";

val it = "ab \t c \" \\ \n" : string

- unescapeString "ab\\bc" handle InvalidEscapeSequence c =>

"invalid escape \\" ^ str c;

val it = "invalid escape \\b" : string
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- unescapeString "ab\\" handle InvalidEscapeMissing =>

"escape sequence missing character";

val it = "escape sequence missing character" : string

Part 10

groupAscending: int list → int list list
Write a function named groupAscending that takes a list of integers as an argument and returns a list of integer

lists as its result. This function must group ascending (contiguous) sequences of integers in the original list into
sublists in the result. More specifically, each sublist in the result represents an ascending sequence in the input list
with the elements in the same relative order and the sublists in the same relative order (i.e., for two consecutive
sublists, the elements of the second immediately followed the elements of the first in the original list).

For example,

- groupAscending [];

val it = [] : int list list

- groupAscending [1];

val it = [[1]] : int list list

- groupAscending [1,2,3];

val it = [[1,2,3]] : int list list

- groupAscending [1,2,3,2,3];

val it = [[1,2,3],[2,3]] : int list list

- groupAscending [4,7,10,2,3,1,99,45,122,123,122,47,46,46,49];

val it = [[4,7,10],[2,3],[1,99],[45,122,123],[122],[47],[46],[46,49]] : int list list
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Logistics

• Strive for simplicity in your programming. Write short helper functions.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Part Percentage

1 10
2 10
3 10
4 10
5 10
6 10
7 10
8 10
9 10
10 10


